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Abstract
Let m n and let P(M2n,m)SLm be the algebra of all SLm(C) invariant polynomials on the space M2n,m
of all 2n × m complex matrices. We determine the free generators of its subalgebra of Spn(C) covariants.
These generators are given as pfaffians. They are used to study the degenerate principal series representa-
tions of GLn(H) induced from characters of a maximal parabolic subgroup. We determine the composition
series and unitarity of these representations.
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1. Introduction
Let m  n and let P(M2n,m) be the algebra of polynomial functions on the space M2n,m =
M2n,m(C) of all 2n × m complex matrices. Let the groups Spn = Spn(C) and GLm = GLm(C)
act on P(M2n,m) by
[
(g, a).f
]
(T ) = f (gtT a) (f ∈P(M2n,m), T ∈ M2n,m, g ∈ Spn, a ∈ GLm).
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This algebra can be identified with the homogeneous coordinate ring for the Grassmannian G2nm
of m-dimensional subspaces in C2n [1]. Let USpn be the maximal unipotent subgroup of Spn,
and let Rn,m = P(M2n,m)USpn×SLm be the subalgebra of all USpn invariants in P(M2n,m)SLm .
The algebra Rn,m is a polynomial algebra with [m/2] + 1 free generators. We shall determine
the explicit form of these generators, which are given as pfaffians.
The free generators of Rn,m in the case m even are used to study the following degenerate
principal series representations of G = GLn(H): Let 1  k  [n/2] and let Pk = LN be the
maximal parabolic subgroup of G with its Levi subgroup L isomorphic to GLn−k(H)×GLk(H).
For α ∈ C, we let χα :Pk → C× be the character which is trivial on N and is given by (a, b) →
(detb)α on L. We form the induced representation I (α) = IndGPkχα of G. We shall determine its
module structure and unitarity.
In an earlier paper [4], we treated similar families of representations for GLn(C) and GLn(R),
but the case of GLn(H) was left out because the exact form of the highest weight vectors in the K-
types were not known at that time. It turns out that these highest weight vectors can be expressed
in terms of the free generators of Rn,2k . We shall compute the action of the enveloping algebra
of gln(H) on I (α) using similar methods as [4]. Specifically, I (α) is multiplicity free under the
action of the maximal compact subgroup K = Sp(n) of GLn(H). For each K-type V in I (α), we
consider the K-map V ⊗ pC → I (α) given by v ⊗ p → p.v. We compute the images of the K
highest weight vectors in V ⊗ pC under this map. The results are used to determine the module
structure and unitarity of I (α). Since the calculations in the present case are very similar to [4],
we shall omit most of the details. However, we will verify several identities involving pfaffians
carefully (for instance, Lemmas 3.10.1, 3.10.2, 3.11.1 and 3.11.2).
It is interesting to note that although the K-type structure of I (α) is very different from the
degenerate principal series of GLn(C) and GLn(R), they share several common features. For
instance, the lattice of submodules of I (α) is always totally ordered, of length bounded in terms
of the inducing parabolic subgroup. All representations on the unitary axis are irreducible. In
addition, when 2k < n and I (α) is outside the unitary axis, all the irreducible constituents of
I (α) except the trivial representation are not unitary.
The special case n = 2k is covered in the papers [8,10], which treat those degenerate principal
series representations of semisimple Lie groups where the nilradical of the inducing parabolic
subgroup has the structure of a real Jordan algebra.
This paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, we first introduce notations for the repre-
sentations of GLn and Spn. We then define the algebra Rn,m and the polynomials ηj (0 
j  m, m + j even) in Rn,m. We determine the Spn × GLm module structure of the alge-
bra P(M2n,m)SLm , and use it to show that the algebra Rn,m is graded by a free semigroup on
[m/2]+1 generators, and each homogeneous component is one-dimensional. It turns out that the
polynomials ηj correspond to the free generators of the semigroup. Consequently they generate
the algebra Rn,m freely. In Section 3, we analyze the representations I (α). We first describe its
structure under K and the highest weight vectors in the K-types. We then calculate the transitions
between K-types induced by the noncompact part of the Cartan decomposition. We determine
the reducibility and the composition series of I (α) in Section 3.13. Finally we discuss unitarity
in Section 3.14.
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2.1. Notations
We shall use the following standard notations: GLm = GLm(C) for the general linear group
of invertible m × m complex matrices; and Spn = Spn(C), the symplectic group, for the
subgroup of GL2n which preserves the following skew-symmetric bilinear form: for vectors
v = (z1, . . . , zn,w1, . . . ,wn) and v′ = (z′1, . . . , z′n, w′1, . . . ,w′n) in C2n,
〈v, v′〉 =
n∑
j=1
(
zjw
′
j −wjz′j
)
.
We shall also identify a Young diagram D with its sequence of row lengths D = (λ1, . . . , λk).
The number of rows in D is denoted by r(D). Young diagrams will be used to parametrize
irreducible representations of GLm and Spn (see for example [3]).
GLm: Let BGLm be the Borel subgroup of GLm consisting of all upper triangular matrices in GLm
and let AGLm be the diagonal torus of GLm. For a Young diagram D = (λ1, . . . , λm), we
let ψDm :AGLm → C× be the character given by
ψDm
[
diag(a1, . . . , am)
]= aλ11 · · ·aλmm ,
and let ρDm be the irreducible representation of GLm with highest weight ψDm with respect
to the Borel subgroup BGLm .
Spn: Let BSpn be the Borel subgroup of Spn containing all upper triangular matrices in Spn.
Then BSpn = ASpnUSpn where ASpn ∼= (C×)n is the diagonal torus and USpn is the max-
imal unipotent subgroup which contains all the elements in BSpn with all the diagonal
entries 1. For a Young diagram E = (μ1, . . . ,μn), let φE2n :ASpn → C× be the character
given by
φE2n
[
diag
(
a1, . . . , an, a
−1
1 , . . . , a
−1
n
)]= aμ11 · · ·aμnn ,
and let τE2n be the irreducible representation of Spn with highest weight φ
E
2n with respect
to the Borel subgroup BSpn .
2.2. The algebra Rn,m
Let m  n. We consider the following actions of Spn and GLm on the space M2n,m =
M2n,m(C) of 2n×m complex matrices:
(g, a).T = (g−1)t T a−1 (g ∈ Spn, a ∈ GLm, T ∈ M2n,m).
This induces an action of Spn × GLm on the algebra P(M2n,m) of polynomial functions on
M2n,m in the usual way. Let SLm = SLm(C), and consider the algebra P(M2n,m)SLm of SLm
invariants in P(M2n,m). This algebra can be identified with the homogeneous coordinate ring for
the Grassmannian G2nm of m-dimensional subspaces in C2n [1]. We are interested in the algebra
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= {f ∈P(M2n,m): f (utT a)= f (T ), ∀u ∈ USpn , a ∈ SLm, T ∈ M2n,m}
of all USpn invariants in P(M2n,m)SLm . Note that the eigenvectors for ASpn in Rn,m are the Spn
highest weight vectors in P(M2n,m)SLm with respect to the Borel subgroup BSpn . In this section,
we shall show that Rn,m is a polynomial algebra and determine the explicit form of the free
generators of Rn,m.
2.3. The polynomial ηj
Let the standard coordinates on M2n,m be denoted by
T =
(
Z
W
)
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
z11 z12 · · · z1m
...
...
...
zn1 zn2 · · · znm
w11 w12 · · · w1m
...
...
...
wn1 wn2 · · · wnm
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (2.3.1)
If T1, . . . , Tm are the columns of T and 1 i, j m, we let
μij (T ) = 〈Ti, Tj 〉. (2.3.2)
We form the m×m matrix
μ(T ) = (μij (T )), (2.3.3)
which is skew symmetric. Recall that if A = (aij ) is a 2k × 2k skew symmetric matrix, then the
Pfaffian of A is defined by [2]
Pfaff(A) = 1
k!2k
∑
σ∈S2k
sgn(σ )
k∏
i=1
aσ(2i−1),σ (2i).
Here S2k denotes the symmetric group on {1,2, . . . ,2k}. Now if m is even, we let
η0(T ) = Pfaff
(
μ(T )
)
. (2.3.4)
For each 1 j m, let Zj be the j ×m matrix given by
Zj (T ) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
z11 z12 · · · z1m
z21 z22 · · · z2m
...
...
...
⎞⎟⎟⎠ .
zj1 zj2 · · · zjm
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ηj (T ) = Pfaff
(
0 −Zj (T )
[Zj (T )]t μ(T )
)
. (2.3.5)
We also set
ηm(T ) = det
[
Zm(T )
]
.
So if m is even, then η0, η2, . . . , ηm are defined, and if m is odd, η1, η3, . . . , ηm are defined.
For 1 q  n, we shall also write
1q = (
q︷ ︸︸ ︷
1,1, . . . ,1,0, . . . ,0).
Lemma 2.3.1. If 0 j m and j +m is even, then ηj is a Spn highest weight vector with weight
φ
1j
2n and
ηj (T a) = (deta)ηj (T ) (T ∈ M2n,m, a ∈ GLm).
Proof. This is a special case of Corollary 4.5.3 in [5]. 
We shall prove:
Theorem 2.3.2. Let m n. Then
Rn,m =
{
C[η0, η2, . . . , ηm] if m is even,
C[η1, η3, . . . , ηm] if m is odd.
2.4. The module structure of P(M2n,m)SLm
In this subsection, we shall determine the Spn × GLm module structure of P(M2n,m)SLm in
the case when m n. We note in particular that this action is multiplicity free.
Lemma 2.4.1. Under the action of Spn × GLm,
P(M2n,m)SLm ∼=
{∑
(,D)∈Ωm,0 τ
D
2n ⊗ detm m even,∑
D∈Ωm,1 τ
D
2n ⊗ detβ1m m odd
where
Ωm,0 =
{
(,D): D = (α1, α1, α2, α2, . . . , αm2 , αm2 ) ∈ Ωm,  α1
}
if m is even and
Ωm,1 =
{
(β1, β2, β2, β3, β3, . . . , βm+1
2
, βm+1
2
): β1  β2  · · · βm+1
2
 0
}
if m is odd.
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given in Eq. (2.3.1). For 1 i < j m, we let
Δij =
n∑
a=1
(
∂2
∂zai∂waj
− ∂
2
∂wai∂zaj
)
,
and
H(M2n,m,Spn) =
{
f ∈P(M2n,m): Δij (f ) = 0, ∀1 i < j m
}
.
The space H(M2n,m,Spn) is a Spn × GLm module and it admits the following decomposition:
H(M2n,m,Spn) ∼=
∑
r(D)m
τD2n ⊗ ρDm .
On the other hand, the subalgebraP(M2n,m)Spn of Spn invariants inP(M2n,m) is generated freely
by {μij : 1 i < j m}. It is a GLm module and is decomposed as the sum
P(M2n,m)Spn ∼=P
(∧2(
C
m
))∼=∑E∈Ωm ρEm,
where Ωm is the set of Young diagrams with at most m rows and are of the form
(α1, α1, α2, α2, . . . , αr , αr ,0,0, . . . ,0)
where 2r m. Since m n, we have [3]
P(M2n,m) ∼=H(M2n,m,Spn)⊗P(M2n,m)Spn
∼=
( ∑
r(D)m
τD2n ⊗ ρDm
)
⊗
( ∑
E∈Ωm
ρEm
)
∼=
∑
r(D)m
E∈Ωm
τD2n ⊗
(
ρDm ⊗ ρEm
)
.
Consequently,
P(M2n,m)SLm ∼=
∑
r(D)m
E∈Ωm
τD2n ⊗
(
ρDm ⊗ ρEm
)SLm.
For each integer , let detm denote an one-dimensional space on which GLm acts by the charac-
ter a → (deta). Then (ρDm ⊗ ρEm)SLm 
= 0 if and only if for some  the tensor product ρDm ⊗ ρEm
contains the representation detm with multiplicity 1. We now write D = (λ1, . . . , λm) and E =
(α1, α1, α2, α2, . . . , αm/2, αm/2). Then by Schur’s Lemma, detm occurs in ρDm ⊗ρEm if and only if
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∼= (det −m ⊗ ρEm)∗
⇐⇒
⎧⎨⎩
max(λ1, α1),
D = (− αm/2, − αm/2, − αm/2−1, − αm/2−1, . . . , − α1, − α1),
E = (− λm, − λm−1, . . . , − λ1).
In particular, if detm occurs in ρDm ⊗ ρEm , then  λ1 and D ∈ Ωm, that is, (,D) ∈ Ωm,0. Con-
versely, if (,D) ∈ Ωm,0, then there is a unique Young diagram E from Ωm such that ρDm ⊗ ρEm
contains a copy of detm. Hence the lemma follows. 
2.5. Proof of Theorem 2.3.2
Assume that m is even. Note that under component wise addition, Ωm,0 forms a free semi-
group with generators
f0 =
(
1, (0, . . . ,0)
)
, fj = (1,12j ) (1 j m/2).
By Lemma 2.4.1,
Rn,m =
∑
(,D)∈Ωm,0
(
τD2n
)USpn ⊗ det m.
This decomposition defines a grading for Rn,m by the semigroup Ωm,0, and each homogeneous
component (τD2n)
USpn ⊗ det is one-dimensional. The theorem now follows from that fact that for
0 j m/2, the homogeneous component corresponding to fj is spanned by η2j . The case m
odd is similar. 
3. Degenerate principal series representations of GLn(H)
3.1. Identification of quaternionic matrices with complex matrices
Let H denote the algebra of quaternions. Let Mnm(C) (respectively Mnm(H)) be the space of
all n × m matrices over C (respectively over H). Each matrix A in Mnm(H) can be written as
A = B +Cj where B,C ∈ Mnm(C). We set
ϕn,m(A) =
(
B C
−C B
)
. (3.1.1)
This defines a injective real linear map ϕn,m : Mnm(H) → M2n,2m(C), so we can identify Mnm(H)
with the real subspace
ϕn,m
(
Mnm(H)
)= {( B C−C B
)
: B,C ∈ Mnm(C)
}
, (3.1.2)
of M2n,2m(C). In the case when n = m, ϕn,n : Mnn(H) → M2n,2n(C) is also a real algebra homo-
morphism. For A ∈ Mnn(H), write
detA = detϕn,n(A),
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detA  0. Let GLn(H) be the group of all invertible matrices in Mnn(H). Then GLn(H) can
be identified with the real subgroup ϕn,n(GLn(H)) of GL2n(C).
3.2. The representation Sα(Xo)
Let G = GLn(H). Let 2k  n and let
Pk =
{(
a b
0 c
)
: a ∈ GLn−k(H), c ∈ GLk(H), b ∈ Mn−k,k(H)
}
.
Then Pk is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G. For each α ∈ C, let χα :Pk → C× be defined by
χα
[(
a b
0 c
)]
= (det c)α.
We form the induced representation I (α) = IndGPkχα . The representation space of I (α) is{
f ∈ C∞(G): f (gp) = χα
(
p−1
)
f (g), g ∈ G, p ∈ Pk
}
and on which G acts by left translation, that is,
(g.f )(h) = f (g−1h) (f ∈ I (α), g,h ∈ G).
Our goal in this section is to determine the module structure and unitary of I (α).
We shall describe a model for I (α). From now on, we shall identify G with the subgroup
ϕn,n(G) of GL2n(C) and Mnk(H) with the real subspace ϕn,k(Mnk(H)) of M2n,2k(C) (see
Eq. (3.1.2)). We consider the following action σ of G on Mnk(H):
σ(g)(A) = (g−1)tA (g ∈ G, A ∈ Mnk(H)).
Let
x0 =
(
In,k 0
0 In,k
)
where In,k is the n× k matrix
In,k =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 · · · 0
1 0 0 · · · 0
0 1 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.0 0 0 · · · 1
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Sα(Xo)= {f ∈ C∞(Xo): f (xa) = (deta)αf (x), x ∈ Xo,a ∈ GLk(H)},
and let G act on Sα(Xo) by the formula
(g.f )(x) = f [σ (g−1)(x)] (f ∈ Sα(Xo), x ∈ Xo, g ∈ G).
Now for f ∈ Sα(Xo), define f˜ :G → C by f˜ (g) = f [σ(g)(x0)], g ∈ G. Then one can check
f˜ ∈ I (α) and the map f → f˜ is an isomorphism for Sα(Xo) ∼= IndGPkχα .
3.3. The K-structure of Sα(Xo)
Let
K = Sp(n) = GLn(H)∩ U(2n).
Then K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. We have
Sα(Xo)∣∣
K
∼= IndGPkχα
∣∣
K
∼= IndKPk∩K(χα|Pk∩K)
where
Pk ∩K ∼= Sp(n− k)× Sp(k)
and
χα|Pk∩K(a, b) = (detb)α = 1
is the trivial character. By Frobenius reciprocity and the Cartan–Helgason Theorem,
Sα(Xo)|K = ⊕
λ∈Λ+(k)
Vλ
where
Λ+(k) = {λ = (λ1, . . . , λk): λ1  λ2  · · · λk  0}
and for each λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) ∈ Λ+(k), Vλ is a copy of the irreducible representation of K with
highest weight
λ˜ = (λ1, λ1, λ2, λ2, . . . , λk, λk,0, . . . ,0).
In particular, Sα(Xo) is multiplicity-free as a K-module.
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For 1 a  n and 1 b  k, let Eab be the n × k matrix such that its (a, b)th entry is 1 and
all its other entries are 0, and
uab =
(
Eab 0
0 Eab
)
, vab =
(
iEab 0
0 −iEab
)
,
sab =
(
0 Eab
−Eab 0
)
, tab =
(
0 iEab
iEab 0
)
.
Then {ua,b, va,b, sa,b, ta,b: 1 a  n, 1 b k} is a real basis for Mnk(H). Let {u∗a,b, v∗a,b, s∗a,b,
t∗a,b: 1 a  n, 1 b k} be the corresponding dual basis in Mn,k(H)∗ = HomR(Mnk(H),R).
For 1 a  n and 1 b k, let
zab = u∗ab + iv∗ab, za,k+b = s∗ab + it∗ab,
wab = −s∗ab + it∗ab, wa,k+b = u∗ab − iv∗ab.
In fact, these functions are precisely the restriction to Mnk(H) of the standard complex
coordinates on M2n,2k(C) defined in Eq. (2.3.1). We now recall the complex polynomials
η0, η2, . . . , η2k which are defined in Eqs. (2.3.4) and (2.3.5). For 1 j  k, we let
γj = η2j |X0
be the restriction of η2j to X0. Since Spn(C) is the complexification of K = Sp(n) and GLk(H) ⊆
GL2k(C), by Proposition 2.3.1, γj is a K highest weight vector in C∞(Xo) with weight
12j = (
2j︷ ︸︸ ︷
1,1, . . . ,1,0, . . . ,0),
and
γj (T a) = (deta)γj (T )
(
T ∈ Xo, a ∈ GLk(H)
)
.
Since K acts on C∞(Xo) by algebra automorphisms, the following lemma is now clear.
Lemma 3.4.1. For each λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) ∈ Λ+(k), let
l0 = α − λ1,
lj = λj − λj+1 (1 j  k − 1),
lk = λk.
Then the function
ξλ =
k∏
j=0
γ
lj
j
on Xo is the unique (up to a scalar multiple) K highest weight vector in the K-type Vλ of Sα(Xo).
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Let g = gln(H). Then g is the Lie algebra of G. It can be identified with the real Lie subalgebra
ϕn,n(g) =
{(
A B
−B A
)
: A,B ∈ Mn(C)
}
of gl2n(C). Let
k =
{(
A B
−B A
)
: A,B ∈ Mn(C), At = −A, Bt = B
}
,
kC =
{(
A B
C −At
)
: A,B,C ∈ Mn(C), Bt = B, Ct = C
}
,
p =
{(
A B
−B A
)
: A,B ∈ Mn(C), At = A, Bt = −B
}
,
pC =
{(
A B
C At
)
: A,B,C ∈ Mn(C), Bt = −B, Ct = −C
}
.
Then k = sp(n) is the Lie algebra of K , and g = k⊕ p is the Cartan decomposition of g. We also
note that gC = gl2n(C) = kC ⊕ pC, kC = spn(C), and
pC ∼=∧2(C2n)
as a K-module.
3.6. Main strategy
We fix a K-type Vλ in Sα(Xo) and consider the tensor product Vλ ⊗ pC of K modules. Let
mλ :Vλ ⊗ pC → Sα(Xo)K be the K-map given by
mλ(v ⊗ p) = p(v) (v ∈ Vλ, p ∈ p).
For each 1 j  k, let
εj = (
j︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . ,0,1,0, . . . ,0)
and let ψλ±εj be the K highest weight vectors in Vλ ⊗ pC with weights
(λ± εj ) ˜= λ˜± (ε2j−1 + ε2j )
respectively. We shall compute mλ(ψλ±εj ), which is either zero or a multiple of ξλ±εj . This
information for all λ can be used to deduce the module structure and unitarity of Sα(Xo). We
shall calculate mλ(ψλ+εj ) directly, and mλ(ψλ−εj ) by duality.
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In this subsection, we shall work out the explicit formula for the K highest weight vector
ψλ+εj of weight λ˜+ ε2j−1 + ε2j in Vλ ⊗ pC. It turns out that it is sufficient to consider only the
action by the diagonal copy of U(n) in K , that is,{(
A 0
0 A
)
: A ∈ U(n)
}
.
We shall abuse notation and denote this subgroup of K also by U(n). Its Lie algebra is isomorphic
to the Lie algebra u(n) of all n×n skew hermitian matrices, so that the complexified Lie algebra
is isomorphic to gln(C).
Recall that ξλ is the K-highest weight vector in Vλ. We let Wλ be the U(n) submodule of Vλ
generated by ξλ. We also recall that pC ∼=∧ 2(C2n) as a K-module. Now under the action of
U(n),
C
2n = Cn ⊕ Cn∗,
so that
pC ∼=∧2(C2n)∼=∧2(Cn)⊕∧2(Cn∗)⊕ [Cn ⊗ Cn∗]. (3.7.1)
Here for a U(n) module M , M∗ denotes the dual module of M . We consider the U(n) submodule
Wλ ⊗∧2(Cn) in Vλ ⊗ pC. We shall construct a U(n) highest weight vector in Wλ ⊗∧2(Cn) of
weight λ˜+ ε2j−1 + ε2j . It turns out that this vector is also a K highest weight vector.
To state the formula for this highest weight vector, we need to recall the definitions of several
special elements of the enveloping algebra U(gln(C)) of gln(C) as given in Section 3 of [6]. Let
{eij : 1  i, j  n} be the standard basis for gln(C). For 1  a, b  n, let hab = eaa − ebb . For
1m< j  n,
Fmj =
∑
I
(−1)j−m−l+1ej,il eil ,il−1 · · · ei2,i1ei1,m
∏
a /∈I
m+1aj−1
(haj + j − a), (3.7.2)
where I = {i1 < i2 < · · · < il} in the sums runs over all subsets of {m + 1, . . . , j − 1}. We also
set
Fmm = 1 (1m n).
For 1 j  n and 1 p < q  n, we let
H
(+)
(j ;p,q) =
q∏
a=p
(haj + j − a),
H(j ;p,q) =
q∏
a=p
(haj + j − a − 1).
If μ = (μ1, . . . ,μn) ∈ Λ+(n) and u is a U(n) weight vector of weight μ, then
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(+)
(j ;p,q).u = μ(+)(j ;p,q)u,
H(j ;p,q).u = μ(j ;p,q)u
where
μ
(+)
(j ;p,q) =
q∏
a=p
(μa −μj + j − a),
μ(j ;p,q) =
q∏
a=p
(μa −μj + j − a − 1).
Finally, we recall that for λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) ∈ Λ+(k), the highest weight of the K-type Vλ is
λ˜ = (λ1, λ1, λ2, λ2, . . . , λ2k−1, λ2k).
Lemma 3.7.1. If λ ∈ Λ+(k) and if λ˜+ ε2j−1 + ε2j is a dominant weight of U(n), then
ψλ+εj =
2j−1∑
m,t=1
(−1)m+t λ˜(+)2j ;1,m−1˜λ2j−1;1,t−1Fm,2j
{
Ft,2j−1ξλ ⊗ (εt ∧ εm)
}
+ 2˜λ(+)
(2j ;1,2j−2)
2j−1∑
t=1
(−1)t λ˜(2j−1;1,t−1)
[
Ft,2j−1ξλ ⊗ (εt ∧ ε2j )
]
is the U(n) highest weight vector in Wλ ⊗∧2(Cn) of weight λ˜+ ε2j−1 + ε2j .
Proof. Apply Proposition 3.6 of [6] twice, first to Wλ ⊗ Cn and then to (W ⊗ Cn) ⊗ Cn and
project the highest weight vector to Wλ ⊗∧2(Cn). 
Lemma 3.7.2. The U(n) highest weight vector ψλ+εj defined in Lemma 3.7.1 is also a K highest
weight vector in Vλ ⊗ pC.
Proof. Let h be the Cartan subalgebra consisting of all diagonal elements in kC. For 1 i  n,
let ei :h → C be given by
ei
[
diag(a1, . . . , an,−a1, . . . ,−an)
]= ai.
For 1  a  b  n, let fab be a nonzero vector in the root space of ea + eb in gC. We need to
check that ψλ+εj is annihilated by fab . This is true because gln(C) normalizes the space spanned
by all the fab , and fab annihilates εt ∧ εm. 
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In this subsection, we shall specify how the elements of gC act on functions on Mnk(H).
First we recall that {eij : 1  i, j  n} is the standard basis for the subalgebra gln(C) of gC.
Straightforward calculations show that they act on smooth functions on Mn,k(H) by the operators
eij =
2k∑
t=1
(
zit
∂
∂zjt
−wjt ∂
∂wit
)
. (3.8.1)
Next we shall specify some operators which arise from the action of pC. Recall from Eq. (3.7.1)
that pC contains a U(n) submodule isomorphic to
∧2
(Cn). For 1 i, j  n with i 
= j , let pij
be the element in pC which corresponds to the element εi ∧ εj in ∧ 2(Cn). Then pij acts by the
operator
pij =
2k∑
t=1
(
zit
∂
∂wjt
− zjt ∂
∂wit
)
(3.8.2)
on smooth functions on Mn,k(H).
We now consider the K highest weight vector ψλ+ej given in Lemma 3.7.1. We have
mλ(ψλ+εj ) =
2j−1∑
m,t=1
(−1)m+t λ˜2j ;1,m−1˜λ2j−1;1,t−1Fm,2jptmFt,2j−1(ξλ)
+ 2˜λ(2j ;1,2j−2)
2j−1∑
t=1
(−1)t λ˜(2j−1;1,t−1)pt,2jFt,2j−1(ξλ). (3.8.3)
We shall calculate mλ(ψλ+εj ) using similar methods as [4], that is:
(a) Derive an identity which involves the action by kC on the functions γj (Lemma 3.11.1).
(b) Use this identity to calculate Ft,2j−1(ξλ).
(c) Derive another identity which involves the actions by kC and pC on the functions γj
(Lemma 3.11.2).
(d) Substitute the result of (b) into Eq. (3.8.3) and simplify it using the identity in (c).
The main difference from [4] is that the K highest weight vectors in the present case are ex-
pressed in terms of pfaffians (instead of determinants), so the proof of the identities in (a) and (c)
require different arguments. Thus we shall devote the next few subsections to establishing these
identities, but will omit details on (b) and (d).
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We first recall a well-known fact about pfaffians. Let A = (aij ) be a 2n× 2n skew-symmetric
matrix. For 1  i, j  2n with i 
= j , let Aij be the (2n − 2) × (2n − 2) matrix obtained by
deleting the ith and j th columns and rows from A. Define the 2n× 2n matrix Aˇ = (aˇij ) by
aˇij =
⎧⎨⎩
(−1)i+j Pfaff(Aij ) i < j,
0 i = j,
(−1)i+j+1 Pfaff(Aij ) i > j.
Then
AˇA = AAˇ = (Pfaff A)I
where I = I2n is the 2n× 2n identity matrix. In particular, this means that
δij (Pfaff A) =
j−1∑
p=1
(−1)p+j+1api Pfaff
(
Apj
)+ 2n∑
p=j+1
(−1)p+j api Pfaff
(
Apj
)
. (3.9.1)
Now let B = (b1, . . . , b2n)t . Then
(Pfaff A)B = (AAˇ)B = A(AˇB). (3.9.2)
For each 1 j  2n, the j th entry of AˇB is given by
2n∑
p=1
aˇjpbp =
j−1∑
p=1
(−1)p+j+1bp Pfaff
(
Apj
)+ 2n∑
p=j+1
(−1)p+j bp Pfaff
(
Apj
)
,
which is the pfaffian of the 2n×2n skew symmetric matrix A(j,B) obtained from A by replacing
its j th column by the transpose of Bˆ = (b1, . . . , bj−1,0, bj+1, . . . , b2n) (and its j th row by −Bˆ).
Thus equating the ith coordinates of both sides of Eq. (3.9.2) gives
(PfaffA)bi =
2n∑
j=1
aij PfaffA(j,B). (3.9.3)
This formula will be used extensively in the upcoming calculations.
3.10. The action of eij and pml on γs
We recall for 1  i < j  2k, the quadratic polynomials μij on M2n,2k(C) defined in
Eq. (2.3.2). We shall abuse notation and denote its restriction to Xo also by μij . We also write
μ = (μij ). For 1 i  2k, let
zi = (zi,1, zi,2, . . . , zi,2k).
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[zi1 , . . . , zi2t ] =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
zi1,1 zi1,2 · · · zi1,2k
zi2,1 zi2,2 · · · zi2,2k
...
...
...
zi2t ,1 zi2t ,2 · · · zi2t ,2k
⎞⎟⎟⎠ . (3.10.1)
If 1 t  k − 1, let
P(zi1 , zi2, . . . , zi2t ) = Pfaff
(
0 −[zi1, . . . , zi2t ]
[zi1, . . . , zi2t ]t μ
)
.
If t = k, we shall also write
d(zi1, zi2, . . . , zi2k ) = det[zi1 , . . . , zi2k ].
In this notation,
γj = P(z1, . . . , z2j )
for 1 j  k − 1, and
γk = d(z1, . . . , z2k).
Lemma 3.10.1. Let 1 i, j  n. Then
eij (γ0) = 0,
eij (γk) =
{
d(z1, . . . , zj−1, zi , zj+1, . . . , z2k) if j  2k,
0 if j > 2k,
and if 1 t  k − 1, then
eij (γt ) =
{
P(z1, . . . , zj−1, zi, zj+1, . . . , z2t ) if 2t  j,
0 if 2t < j.
Proof. We shall prove only the formula for eij (γt ) when 2t  j . The other formulas are clear.
Write
A =
(
0 −[zi1, . . . , zi2t ]
[zi1 , . . . , zi2t ]t μ
)
(3.10.2)
and recall that Aij denotes the submatrix of A obtained by deleting its ith and j th columns and
rows. Then by expanding the pfaffian of A along its j th column using Eq. (3.9.1), we obtain
γt = Pfaff(A) =
2k∑
(−1)j+azja Pfaff
(
A2t+a,j
)
.a=1
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form zjb . Consequently
eij
[
Pfaff
(
A2t+a,j
)]= 0.
It follows that
eij (γt ) =
2k∑
a=1
(−1)j+aeij (zja)Pfaff
(
A2t+a,j
)
=
2k∑
a=1
(−1)j+azia Pfaff
(
A2t+a,j
)
= P(z1, . . . , zj−1, zi, zj+1, . . . , z2t ). 
Next we shall compute pij (μst ):
pij (μst ) = pij
[
n∑
a=1
(zaswat − zatwas)
]
= zjspij (wjt )− zjtpij (wjs)+ zitpij (wis)− zispij (wit )
= zjszit − zjt zis + zit (−zjs)+ zis(−zjt )
= −2
∣∣∣∣ zis zitzjs zjt
∣∣∣∣ . (3.10.3)
Before we compute pij (γt ), we make a simple observation. Suppose A = (aij ) is a 2m × 2m
skew-symmetric matrix with entries taken from an commutative algebra A and D is a linear
derivation on A. Then
D[PfaffA] =
∑
1i<j2m
(−1)i+j+1D(aij )Pfaff
(
Aij
)
. (3.10.4)
This follows from the expansion formula for pfaffians given in Eq. (3.9.1) and induction.
Lemma 3.10.2. For 1 i, j  n and 0 t  k − 1,
pij (γt ) =
{2P(zi, zj ) if t = 0,
2P(zi, zj , z1, . . . , z2t ) if t > 0.
Proof. We shall only prove the case t > 0 as the proof for the case t = 0 is similar. Let A be the
matrix given in Eq. (3.10.2). Then using formulas (3.10.3) and (3.10.4), we obtain
pij (γt ) = pij (PfaffA)
=
∑
(−1)a+b+1pij (μab)PfaffA2t+a,2t+b1a<b2k
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∑
1a<b2k
(−1)a+b+1(−2)
∣∣∣∣ zia zibzja zjb
∣∣∣∣Pfaff(A2t+a,2t+b)
= 2P(zi, zj , z1, . . . , z2t ).
The last equality follows from expanding P(zi, zj , z1, . . . , z2t ) along its first and second column
using formula (3.9.1). 
3.11. The effect of Fm,2j−1 on ξλ
In this subsection, we shall derive a formula for Ft,2j−1(ξλ).
Lemma 3.11.1. For 1 t  2j − 2 and [(t + 1)/2] i  j − 2, we have
γj−1(e2j−1,t γi)−
2j−2∑
s=2i+1
(e2j−1,sγj−1)(est γi) = (e2j−1,t γj−1)γi .
Proof. For m = i, j − 1, let
Am =
(
0 −Z2m
Zt2m μ
)
, (3.11.1)
where (see Eq. (3.10.1))
Z2m = [z1, z2, . . . , z2m].
Then γm = Pfaff(Am). Let
B = (
2j−2︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . ,0, z2j−1,1, . . . , z2j−1,2k)t . (3.11.2)
We now apply the Cramer’s rule (i.e. Eq. (3.9.3)) to Aj−1 and B . Then for 1 a  2j − 2,
0 =
2k∑
c=1
(−zac)PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B), (3.11.3)
and for 1 b 2k
γj−1z2j−1,b =
2j−2∑
s=1
zsb PfaffAj−1(s,B)+
2k∑
c=1
μbc PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B)
=
2j−2∑
s=1
zsb(e2j−1,sγj−1)+
2k∑
c=1
μbc PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B). (3.11.4)
By expanding the pfaffian e2j−1,t γi = P(z1, . . . , zt−1, z2j−1, zt+1, . . . , z2i ) along its t th column
and using Eqs. (3.11.3) and (3.11.4), we obtain
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=
t−1∑
a=1
(−1)a+t+1(0)Pfaff(Aa,ti )+ 2i∑
a=t+1
(−1)a+t (0)Pfaff(Aa,ti )
+
2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+t (γj−1z2j−1,b)Pfaff
(
A
2i+b,t
i
)
=
t−1∑
a=1
(−1)a+t+1
[ 2k∑
c=1
(−zac)PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B)
]
Pfaff
(
A
a,t
i
)
+
2i∑
a=t+1
(−1)a+t
[ 2k∑
c=1
(−zac)PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B)
]
Pfaff
(
A
a,t
i
)
+
2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+t
[ 2j−2∑
s=1
zsb(e2j−1,sγj−1)+
2k∑
c=1
μbc PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B)
]
Pfaff
(
A
2i+b,t
i
)
=
2j−2∑
s=1
(e2j−1,sγj−1)
[ 2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+t zsb Pfaff
(
A
2i+b,t
i
)]
+
2k∑
c=1
PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B)
[
t−1∑
a=1
(−1)a+t+1(−zac)Pfaff
(
A
a,t
i
)
+
2i∑
a=t+1
(−1)a+t (−zac)Pfaff
(
A
a,t
i
)+ 2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+tμbc Pfaff
(
A
2i+b,t
i
)]
.
Note that
2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+t zsb Pfaff
(
A
2i+b,t
i
)=
⎧⎨⎩
γi if s = t,
est γi if 2i + 1 s  2j − 2,
0 if 1 s  2i, s 
= t
and the expression
t−1∑
a=1
(−1)a+t+1(−zac)Pfaff
(
A
a,t
i
)+ 2i∑
a=t+1
(−1)a+t (−zac)Pfaff
(
A
a,t
i
)
+
2k∑
(−1)b+tμbc Pfaff
(
A
2i+b,t
i
)
b=1
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(2i + c)th column, so it is equal to 0. Thus
(γj−1e2j−1,t )γi =
2j−2∑
s=2i+1
(e2j−1,sγj−1)(est γi)+ (e2j−1,t γj−1)γi . 
Lemma 3.11.2. We have
2j−2∑
t=2s+1
(ptmγs)(e2j−1,t γj−1)− (p2j−1,mγs)γj−1 = −(p2j−1,mγj−1)γs .
Proof. Let
M =
(
0 −[z2j−1, zm, z1, . . . , z2s]
[z2j−1, zm, z1, . . . , z2s]t 0
)
.
Then by Lemma 3.10.2, p2j−1,m(γs) = 2 Pfaff(M). Now let Aj−1 and B be the matrices defined
in Eqs. (3.11.1) and (3.11.2), respectively. By expanding Pfaff(M) along its first column and
using Eqs. (3.11.3) and (3.11.4), we obtain
1
2
γj−1(p2j−1,mγs)
=
2s∑
a=1
(−1)a+1(0)Pfaff(Ma+2,1)+ 2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+1γj−1z2j−1,b Pfaff
(
M2s+2+b,1
)
=
2s∑
a=1
(−1)a+1
[ 2k∑
c=1
(−zac)PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B)
]
Pfaff
(
Ma+2,1
)
+
2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+1
[ 2j−2∑
t=1
ztb(e2j−1,t γj−1)
+
2k∑
c=1
μbc PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B)
]
Pfaff
(
M2s+2+b,1
)
=
2j−2∑
t=1
(e2j−1,t γj−1)
[ 2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+1ztb Pfaff
(
M2s+2+b,1
)]
+
2k∑
c=1
PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B)
[ 2s∑
a=1
(−1)a+1(−zac)Pfaff
(
Ma+2,1
)
+
2k∑
(−1)b+1μbc Pfaff
(
M2s+2+b,1
)]
.b=1
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2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+1ztb Pfaff
(
M2s+2+b,1
)= 1
2
(ptmγs).
On the other hand, using Eq. (3.9.1), for each 1 c 2k, the expression
E(c) = zmc Pfaff
(
M2,1
)+ 2s∑
a=1
(−1)a+1(−zac)Pfaff
(
Ma+2,1
)
+
2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+1μbc Pfaff
(
M2s+2+b,1
)
is equal to 0. Thus
2s∑
a=1
(−1)a+1zac Pfaff
(
Ma+2,1
)+ 2k∑
b=1
(−1)b+1μbc Pfaff
(
M2s+2+b,1
)= −zmcγs.
It follows that
1
2
γj−1(p2j−1,mγs) =
2j−2∑
t=1
(e2j−1,t γj−1)
1
2
(pt,mγs)+
2k∑
c=1
PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B)(−zmc)γs.
By expanding PfaffAj−1(2j − 2 + c,B) along its (2j − 2 + c)th column and noting that
ptmγs = 0 for 1 t  2s, we obtain
γj−1(p2j−1,mγs)−
2j−2∑
t=2s+1
(e2j−1,t γj−1)(pt,mγs)
= γj−1(p2j−1,mγs)−
2j−2∑
t=1
(e2j−1,t γj−1)(pt,mγs)
= 2γs
2k∑
c=1
[
c−1∑
d=1
(−1)c+d+1z2j−1,d (−zmc)Pfaff
(
A
2j−2+d,2j−2+c
j−1
)
+
2k∑
d=c+1
(−1)c+dz2j−1,d (−zmc)Pfaff
(
A
2j−2+d,2j−2+c
j−1
)]
= 2γs
∑
1c<d2k
(−1)c+d
∣∣∣∣ z2j−1,c z2j−1,dzmc zmd
∣∣∣∣Pfaff (A2j−2+d,2j−2+cj−1 )
= γs(p2j−1,mγj−1). 
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γ l =
k∏
i=0
γ
li
i .
Thus in this notation, ξλ = γ l where l = (l0, l1, . . . , lk) and lj for 0  j  k are given in
Lemma 3.4.1.
Lemma 3.11.3. For 1 s  2j − 2,
Fs,2j−1
(
γ l
)= (−1)s λ˜2j−1,s,2j−2(e2j−1,sγj−1)γ l−εj−1 .
Proof. This follows from an calculation similar to the proof of Proposition 4.8 of [6], using the
formula (cf. Lemma 4.4 of [6]):
Ft,2j−1 =
2j−2∑
s=t+1
(−1)t+s+1estFs,2j−1H2j−1,t+1,s−1 + (−1)t e2j−1,tH2j−1,t+1,2j−2
(3.11.5)
and Lemma 3.11.1. 
3.12. Transition coefficients
In this subsection, we shall determine the transition coefficients for transitions of the form
Vλ → Vλ±εj , where 1 j  k.
Proposition 3.12.1. For 1 j  k,
mλ(ψλ+εj ) = −4(α − λj + 2j − 2)˜λ2j ;1,2j−2˜λ2j−1;1,2j−2ξλ+εj .
Proof. The proof is a calculation which is similar to that of Proposition 3.7 of [7], using
Eq. (3.8.3) and Lemma 3.11.2. 
Corollary 3.12.2. If ψλ−ej is a K highest weight vector in Vλ ⊗ pC of weight λ˜ − e2j−1 − e2j ,
then
mλ(ψλ−εj ) = (α + λj + 2n− 2j + 1)h(λ, j)ξλ−εj
where h(λ, j) is nonzero and depends only on λ and j .
Proof. If we restrict the action of GLn(H) to SLn(H), then the hermitian dual of Sα(Xo)
is isomorphic to S−α−2n(Xo). The result now follow by analyzing the positive transition in
S−α−2n(Xo) (cf. Proposition 2.3.6 of [4]). 
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In this subsection we shall use the transition formulas which we obtained in the previous
sections to determine for which values of α, the module Sα(Xo) is irreducible. We also describe
the composition series of Sα(Xo) when it is reducible. As the method used here is similar to that
of [4], we omit details.
We shall identify the K-type Vλ of Sα(Xo) with the integral point λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) in Rk .
Thus the set of all K-types in Sα(Xo) can be parametrized by the semigroup
Λ+0 (k) =
{
(λ1, . . . , λk) ∈ Zk: λ1  λ2  · · · λk  0
}
.
For 0 j  k, and a ∈ Z, we define
E(a, j) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
{λ ∈ Λ+0 (k): λ1  a} if j = 0,
{λ ∈ Λ+0 (k): λj  a + 2j − 1, λj+1  a + 2j} if 1 j  k − 1,
{λ ∈ Λ+0 (k): λk  a + 2k − 1} if j = k.
(3.13.1)
If E(a, j) is nonempty, then since Sα(Xo) is K-multiplicity free, it corresponds to a unique K-
submodule of Sα(Xo). In this case, we shall abuse notation and denote this K-submodule also
by E(a, j).
Theorem 3.13.1.
(i) If α /∈ Z or α ∈ {−2n+ 2k − 1,−2n+ 2k, . . . ,−2k,−2k + 1}, then Sα(Xo) is irreducible.
(ii) If α ∈ Z and α −2k + 2, then the chain of submodules
0 ⊆ E(α,h1) ⊆ E(α,h1)⊕E(α,h1 + 1)
⊆ · · · ⊆
k−1⊕
s=h1
E(α, s) ⊆ Sα(Xo)= k⊕
s=h1
E(α, s)
is a composition series for Sα(Xo), where
h1 = max
(
0,
[−α + 1
2
])
.
(iii) If α ∈ Z and α −2n+ 2k − 2, then the chain of submodules
0 ⊆ E(−α − 2n, k) ⊆ E(−α − 2n, k)⊕E(−α − 2n, k − 1)
⊆ · · · ⊆
k⊕
s=h2+1
E(−α − 2n, s) ⊆ Sα(Xo)= k⊕
s=h2
E(−α − 2n, s)
is a composition series for Sα(Xo), where
h2 = max
(
0,
[
α + 2n+ 1
2
])
.
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





E(α,h1)
E(α,h1 + 1)
...
...
E(α, k − 1)
E(α, k)






E(−α − 2n, k)
E(−α − 2n, k − 1)
...
...
E(−α − 2n,h2 + 1)
E(−α − 2n,h2)
α ∈ Z and α −2k + 2 α ∈ Z and α −2n+ k − 2
3.14. Unitarity
In this subsection, we shall restrict our attention to the action of SLn(H) and state the results
on the unitarity of the constituents of Sα(Xo).
Theorem 3.14.1.
(a) (Unitary axis) If Re(α) = −n, then Sα(Xo) is unitary.
(b) Assume that n is even and k = n/2.
(i) (Stein complementary series) If −n− 2 < α < n+ 2, then Sα(Xo) is unitary.
(ii) (Large constituents)
• If α ∈ Z and α −n+2, the irreducible constituent E(α,n/2) of Sα(Xo) is unitary.
• If α ∈ Z and α −n− 2, the irreducible constituent E(−α − 2n,n/2) of Sα(Xo) is
unitary.
(iii) (Small constituents) Let j ∈ {0,1,2, . . . , n2 − 1}.• If α = −2j , then the irreducible constituent E(α, j) in Sα(Xo) is unitary.
• If α = −2n − 2j , then the irreducible constituent E(−α − 2n, , j) in Sα(Xo) is
unitary.
(iv) If an irreducible constituent of Sα(Xo) is unitary, then it must belong to one of the cases
given (i), (ii) or (iii).
(c) If k < n/2 and Re(α) 
= −n, then no irreducible constituent is unitary, except the trivial
representation.
For (b)(i), see [9]. The results for (b)(ii)–(iv) are first given in [8]. We believe that the result
in (c) is new. Here we briefly comment on its proof, which is similar to [4]. Let
T =
(
X 0
0 X
)
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X = diag
(
n− 1
n
,−1
n
,−1
n
, . . . ,−1
n
)
.
Then T ∈ sln(H). Let λ ∈ Λ+(k) and let πλ : Sα(Xo) → Vλ be the canonical K projection.
Suppose Vλ is a K-type in an unitary constituent of Sα(Xo) and 〈.,.〉 is a G invariant inner
product on this constituent. Then T will act as a skew-hermitian operator with respect to this
inner product. Consequently, 〈
T (ξλ), ξλ
〉= −〈ξλ, T (ξλ)〉.
Since distinct K-types are orthogonal, we have〈
πλ
[
T (ξλ)
]
, ξλ
〉= −〈ξλ,πλ[T (ξλ)]〉. (3.14.1)
Moreover, πλ[T (ξλ)] = bλξλ for some scalar bλ. It follows from Eq. (3.14.1) that bλ is either
purely imaginary or 0.
Proposition 3.14.2. For each λ ∈ Λ+(k),
πλ
[
T (ξλ)
]= 2(n− 2k)(α + n)λ1
2n(n+ λ1) ξλ.
By the proposition, bλ = 2(n−2k)(α+n)λ12n(n+λ1) . If k < n/2, Re(α) 
= −n and λ 
= (0,0, . . . ,0), then
bλ is neither purely imaginary nor 0. Hence the irreducible constituent of Sα(Xo) containing Vλ
is not unitary.
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